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Marc David- Welcome everybody I'm Marc David, founder of the Institute for the Psychology of 
Eating. We are back in the Art and Science of Food and Body Coaching online summit, and this 
is a summit where we're interviewing amazing practitioners, amazing coaches. Teachers who 
know what they're doing, who have a skill set and learning what makes them tick, what makes 
them good at what they do. And today I am... with an old friend, Leanne Ely. Welcome so much 
Leanne. 
 
Leanne Ely- Thank you so much for having me Marc. 
 
Marc David- Did I say your last name right? Even though I've known you for like- 
 
Leanne Ely- Ely. 
 
Marc David- Ely! 
 
Leanne Ely- I always tell people it's like Robert E. Lee, you know? You can remember that one. 
 
Marc David- Yes okay. I'm gonna get it down. Thank you for correcting me. 
 
Leanne Ely- No worries. 
 
Marc David- I'm really glad you're here. I'm glad we get to be in a conversation. Let me just 
brag about you for a moment, and then I'm gonna let you introduce yourself. Leanne is to me 
one of the sort of original people who showed up in the online world, and the YouTube world, 
really in the early days making a name for herself as somebody who knows about cooking and 
integrates that with nutrition, but really integrates that with a lot of heart, and has just been one 
of the, shall I say kind of, elders in this universe and just help kind of set the path for so many 
other people who've since jumped into that universe so, why don't you give a sense of your 
background, and what you're up to these days. What you're specializing in. 
 
Leanne Ely- Well you know I've always been, you're right exactly, it's always for me has been 
about cooking, and translating that cooking into this is the vehicle for nutrition right? And so how 
do we take this and really make it delicious and good for us, however you translate that, and 
make it something that people are going to enjoy, so that they can power their bodies for life. 
And so to me that was just- I started out years and years ago. I had a catering business. And I 
learned how to cook from different chefs, and of course it was all just focused on flavor. And 
when I had my own children, suddenly nutrition became very very important. Actually when I 
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became pregnant, nutrition became important. That's how Saving Dinner basically, that was the 
genesis of Saving Dinner. And as time has gone by, I've done Saving Dinner now for 19 years, 
10 cookbooks later, one a New York Times Bestseller, you know the drill. I started working on 
my new project called NutriCoach where to me it was putting boots on the ground and having 
people really embrace this idea that cooking and nutrition go hand in hand, and you can't really 
do one without the other if you want good health. 
 
Marc David- So Saving Dinner, tell us more. 
 
Leanne Ely- So Saving Dinner was, the name Saving Dinner came because somebody had 
written me this lovely testimonial email just saying, it was pages, of how I taught her how to 
cook, she never knew how to cook, it made her feel powerless and not in control of her eating, 
not in control of what her family was eating, and her husband was kind of disgusted by the 
whole thing. And so she... wrote in that email, she said not only did you save my dinner, but you 
saved my marriage. Because it was that profound for her. Well at the time I'd just signed my 
very first book contract, and we're having a really tough time with the title of the book. And I said 
that's it, it's Saving Dinner. And then I changed the name of my website and everything, and 
everything was branded Saving Dinner, because it just you know exactly what it is. 
 
Marc David- Yeah. 
 
Leanne Ely- There's a whole psychological, you can certainly appreciate this, the psychological 
aspect of being at the dinner table, breaking bread together and everybody having a place, 
security that the family feels by just having a meal together at the table. Very simple. 
 
Marc David- It is simple, and it seems like we live in a time where the simple has been 
discarded because, we don't sit down oftentimes to dinner. And we are doing fast food, or we 
are doing our separate meals, or we are eating at work, or eating out. How do you... help 
another human being get on board with cooking? 
 
Leanne Ely- Well I do in a couple of different ways. Obviously I'm teaching the teachers over 
here, that's new and we'll talk about that later. But right now my biggest thing is to make it 
enjoyable, and to show that it doesn't have to be drudgery. It is not a akin to toilet bowl cleaning. 
It's actually fun and there's an art and craft to it, and with my programs and stuff, I do all the 
heavy lifting. I do the planning and everything. And however you eat, you know I'm very agnostic 
about how people eat, it's totally up to you. I believe we all have a nutritional guru that guides 
our particular ship, and that's who we need to be listening to, not all the latest things and 
everything. But there's good science out there by all means, avail yourself of that. But at the end 
of the day you're the one that has to live in your body and decide how to feed it. And so I like to 
guide people into that knowing because I really believe we all have that knowing. That we can 
do this, and that we can fill up our little nutritional cup. And we do that every time we make a 
salad, every time we cook a piece of fish, or even grow a hamburger outside. Whatever it is that 
you're doing, do it full heartedly and do it with whole food, and watch how things change. It's that 
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simple. 
 
Marc David- I love it. Do you notice there are particular fears that people have around cooking if 
they've been resistant to it? I mean you did mention okay a lot of people think it could be 
drudgery, anything else you notice comes up with people? 
 
Leanne Ely- Yeah they also think it's really hard. And I always say on one hand its not 
drudgery, you're not cleaning toilets here, but on the other hand it is not brain surgery either. It's 
chemistry you know, it's chemistry and when you're done with this little experiment in your 
skillet, you get to eat it. So I mean it's pretty great, everybody wins on that. I just show how 
flavors work together. I show how healthy food does taste delicious if you know how to prepare 
it right. Because there's huge myths, sometimes there's a lot of myths to bust. And one of them 
is these big knives are scary. They're not if you know how to use it properly. That healthy food is 
too expensive. It's not. What's expensive is the pharmacy. I mean if you've ever taken a look at 
how much it costs for somebody to get some insulin. It's pretty expensive so if we eat healthy 
foods, and we honor our bodies with the healthy foods, we're feeding all of the, we're feeding 
little mitochondria that live inside of our cells. We're feeding our children so that they have the 
energy to go out and kick the ball around on the soccer field. We're feeding our brains, we're 
feeding our family, and we're feeding our souls when we sit down at the dinner table and we 
recognize that unity that we have as a family at the table. I think it's extraordinary. 
 
Marc David- One thing I'm getting as we're speaking is that.. part of what you do that brings 
people into the fold is... you have a language around cooking, you have an enthusiasm for it, 
you have a love for it that you communicate to people. I'm imagining that's a big piece of it, I'm 
probably not your target market, only because I'm so afraid of cooking, even though I've been in 
the nutrition universe for so long and the one person that has gotten me to cook and actually 
stay in the kitchen and prepare food for an hour is a friend of mine who's from Italy and he's just 
in love with food. He's so in love that it's infectious. And to me it really looks like that's 
something that you bring to your work rather than just try to explain to people from your head to 
their head why this is so important. 
 
Leanne Ely- Well it is. You could be like your friend who's Italian, I mean of course they have a 
gorgeous love for food. In Europe you can't help but see a real almost a reverence for food. The 
fresh markets everywhere, people go and they buy it and they take it home and they create 
something out of it, and they've all got skills, they've been taught how to do this. Not that our 
microwave culture... hasn't crept in there, I'm sure it has. But there is still that reverence for 
fresh whole grown whole food that's grown a mile from their house. Once you embrace that and 
start to see all the possibilities and start to see the things that you can do, and understand a 
little bit about the process, and recognize that gosh you don't even need a recipe for this. Just 
put some stuff in a skillet and add some herbs and when you start to understand how to do it it 
just becomes alive. And I think that's part of it. 
 
Marc David- Yeah so speaking of recipes, for the people that you've worked with over the 
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years, that have been part of your tribe. Are humans saying to you, I want recipes, I want 
recipes and I have to follow this exact way, because they're afraid to improvise? Or do people 
prefer to improvise? Like how do you manage that piece of the puzzle? 
 
Leanne Ely- Yeah it's a very interesting thing because you have to start with where people are, 
and where a lot of people are just getting into the kitchen and just starting to learn themselves 
how to cook. I like to, I like to offer recipes of course, I teach people how to write recipes. 
There's all of that. But there's just certain elements that are just, okay so we need to know a little 
bit about, and we're gonna need some kind of oil, or fat so here are the things that we can use 
that are healthy and that are going to build your body not tear it down. Here are some herbs that 
we can use. Here are some spices that we can use. Here are some aromatics, some onion and 
garlic that we can use. Here's the fresh produce that we've brought in. Here's that wild fish, and 
you just start talking about all these things and how they work together and it becomes real. And 
it's something that they can do themselves. So one of my favorite things is teaching people how 
to do a pan sauce. Because it will liven anything up and it's really easy. It just looks very 
mysterious, and very hard and like there's secrets swirling the universe about how this is done. 
Well not really and teaching people how to do this kind of thing kind of unlocks the next level of 
how they can cook. It's fun. 
 
Marc David- So how... much do you go into, here you are working with somebody, helping them 
to have more... refined muscles in the kitchen, and get down with cooking in a good way. 
There's this piece about oftentimes people hold themselves back in different ways from eating 
the foods that they know aren't good for them. There's just this whole other piece of I know what 
I'm supposed to do, I just don't necessarily do it. Does that come up for you in your work? 
 
Leanne Ely- It does but I think a lot of times too it's based on frustration. So what they'll do is 
they'll make this decision, this happens all the time and we all do this. But in particular with 
cooking, it will be, I'm gonna eat healthy from now on. And I'm gonna go to the grocery store 
and buy all this stuff and then it goes bad and then they're taking all this gooey stuff out of their 
produce bin in their refrigerator thinking ah back to chicken nuggets or whatever. But it just 
seems overwhelming. One of my biggest pieces is to educate. So when they have recipes for 
example, I will say you're gonna wanna use your more delicate produce first after going 
shopping. So you're gonna be eating that lettuce up versus the cabbage. You can have the 
cabbage for a couple weeks in that refrigerator. So just different things like that so once they 
see that they're actually using these things and they're eating them, it's not going to waste, it's 
slowly but surely bringing them along that path so they can start understanding how to cook. 
And as you understand how to cook and sort of master a few skills, the world becomes your 
oyster, and the next thing you know you're just slamming it all out there. 
 
Marc David- So here you are working with somebody, and you wanna help them, you wanna 
assist them get comfortable in the kitchen, what are some favorite questions that come into your 
mind that you like to ask? Favorite questions of yours that help you get to know somebody to 
help you figure out what direction you're going in? 
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Leanne Ely- Well yeah that's a good one because with what I'm doing with NutriCoach, it's not 
just one path, there's a lot of different things. So I will ask them like, what turns you on? What do 
you wanna do? Believe it or not I have a lot of retired teachers that are in my program. And so I 
find these people are, teachers are to me the unsung heroes of our world. And they know how 
to give. They're mission oriented. They wanna teach and they wanna help. And that's what I'm 
looking for with my program, because this is what it takes. People are at some point, why they're 
calling it NutriCoach in the first place, or why they're doing this is because they're coming from a 
place of frustration. I don't know how. It's too hard. It's too expensive. I'm overwhelmed. I don't 
have time. And we get to answer those questions. So when I hear I don't have time, I'll say yes 
you do, and this is how we do it. And I can show them how to use some advanced prep. I can 
show them how to hold a knife. I can show them how to use that knife in a way that makes 
chopping an onion go that fast. And I can also show them tricks, different tricks in the cooking 
world that a chef told me years and years ago when I was working in a restaurant. And I wanted 
to know how do you do that? Show me how to do this. And they have all kinds of things at their 
disposal. Well he showed me and it just changed everything up for me. Whatever question from 
whatever place there, I like to show them that it's not as bad as they think. And to assure them 
that this is just something that you practice that you can learn. I'm not trying to turn them into a 
chef, what I'm trying to do is give them the skills, so that whatever they have in their refrigerator 
when they open it up, they'll go okay I have this this and this, and now I know what to do with it. 
That's freedom. 
 
Marc David- Yes. Do you have a favorite sort of success story that comes to mind? You did 
mention one at the beginning, but I'd love to hear more if you've got 'em. 
 
Leanne Ely- Oh my goodness. One time, I did this a long time ago and I honestly didn't, it was 
just a Facebook question. And I asked who taught you how to cook? And it was really an eye 
opener, because I had really no idea. This was on my Saving Dinner page on Facebook. And it 
was just a question, I just thought let's get a conversation started. Well I had over 100 answers. 
And I had a lot of people say you did. And that their moms didn't teach them, that there was no 
home EC, and I had no idea. This was probably seven years ago or so. I had no idea to what 
extent that people didn't know this, in my estimation, simple life skill, and an important one. I 
consider it along the lines of hygiene, like knowing how to floss your teeth. What does your 
dentist always say? Floss the teeth you wanna keep. Well I say cook for the body you wanna 
have. And the health you wanna have. This is what cooking is about. It's gonna deliver those 
results. So when I saw all of that it just made me realize how important what I was doing was, 
and that when I hear people say you know I just really hate to cook, oh I'm never gonna cook, I 
hate it, this that and the other, I wanna bring them back to this place of lets understand what this 
basic thing is. It is an important way that you're gonna get the nutrition into your body. And if you 
learn how to do a few of these things yourself, you have ultimate control of every single one of 
those ingredients. And that's important because not everybody is gonna use the same thing that 
you're going to use. So that's the whole thing. That's the thing that really just opened my eyes. I 
had no idea. 
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Marc David- Are the people that you worked with over the years, do you find they are, or what 
percentage are not only interested in cooking, but they're interested in the nutrition aspect of 
cooking? Do you follow the question? 
 
Leanne Ely- Yeah for sure. Yeah they are because they wanna see how it works. Because 
again a lot of times, I'm working with a broken belief system that says it's either too hard, it 
tastes crummy, or whatever their preconceived notions are, a lot of times I have to break those 
things down. And so yes there's gonna be, they understand that they need the nutrition. But 
what they don't understand is they can get that in without it being sacrificial and tasting terrible. 
So I hope that answers that. 
 
Marc David- Yeah. It's a tricky thing these days as you mentioned before, you look at it that 
each person has their own inner nutrition guru, and you wanna help them get in touch with that. 
And at the same time, we're living in a time when there's people that have so much information 
in their head. 
 
Leanne Ely- Yes. 
 
Marc David- This is supposed to be good, this is supposed to be bad, but this one says I can 
eat this, and this one says I can't. And then all of a sudden here we are in the kitchen, trying to 
figure it all out. I just love... the approach of just letting people on one level decide for 
themselves. Do you find that you need to help people decide okay yeah it's fine for you to cook 
vegetarian, or it's fine for you to eat meat. Do you notice yourself giving people permission? 
 
Leanne Ely- Yeah I do and it's funny because they'll ask me. And what I've noticed, and I'm 
sure you've seen this too with all your years of work, people just want somebody to tell them 
what to do. 
 
Marc David- Mhm. 
 
Leanne Ely- And so what I will say to them is I will tell you what to do in as far as this is how 
you saute some vegetables, this is how you cook some rice. I will show you how, you have to 
figure out what. And even though I wrote a book called Part Time Paleo and everything like that, 
because that's how I in particular ate at the time, I'm a little bit more flexible now. I'd like to say 
I'm a flexitarian. And it's just my criteria is whole healthy food. That's it. And sometimes we have 
to be strict with ourselves to understand what it is that makes us tick, and we have to break it 
down, and just get right down to basics. Sometimes I'll tell people, well keep a food journal and 
see if this works for you, then eat it. They'll always ask me, well what do you do? And I hesitate 
a lot on that because what I do isn't gonna necessarily be good for them. And vice versa. And 
so finding that nirvana inside of just being able to be guided by what works for you, it's tough to 
move people over into that. A lot of times they just want someone to tell them what to do. 
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Marc David- Yeah. 
 
Leanne Ely- And how to eat. 
 
Marc David- Speaking of which, when you're either teaching or coaching, or helping somebody 
get better in their cooking universe, what are some of the challenges for you that you notice 
come up? What can be hard about this? 
 
Leanne Ely- Well...I'm not. I do not preach, like I said I don't preach any one particular way of 
eating. But what I'd really have a challenge with is when people get very dogmatic, and get 
really divisive about food. It's politics, religion and food now I guess. But I just dismiss that a lot 
and say you can't prescribe for people. That's ridiculous. If that works for you then go ahead, but 
don't get nasty. Cause I've had some nasty stuff about it. And I just refuse to partake in that kind 
of conversation, and instead steer the ship and say, here are the reasons why you need to be 
just really honoring to everybody's way and not be dogmatic and not run people over with your 
food rhetoric. It's not a manifesto here. It's just all we're saying is let's eat whole foods and figure 
out exactly what it is. That's the hard part. 
 
Marc David- Yeah yeah yeah. I totally get that. I'm imagining in your work, tell me if this is true, 
that on one level it's very different if you're working with, teaching, helping a mother or a parent 
who's cooking for several humans and children, as opposed to me cooking for me. Me cooking 
for me seems a lot easier. 
 
Leanne Ely- Oh piece of cake. 
 
Marc David- This kid wants to eat this, this kid wants to eat that. My husband and wife they eat 
this. Does that come up for you a lot? 
 
Leanne Ely- A lot. A lot because I do have a younger crowd. I've got several different 
demographics, I've been doing this for 20 years so, you have people who have been with you 
for all that time, and their children have grown up with yours, and then you also have the new 
people coming on. And I would say the word isn't dogmatic but one thing I'm kind of firm about is 
I don't think that whoever is cooking, whether it's mom or dad when we're talking about families, 
should have to be a short order cook. I think that's wrong. I think we train our children to not eat 
well when that happens, we don't expand their palate. And it takes some doing. It doesn't mean 
we have to be horrible shrews about it, and screaming at your kids you need to eat your 
broccoli. It doesn't need to be that way. You just keep offering it, and this is what we have. And 
if they choose to not eat it, that's their prerogative to choose to not eat it. Make sure that you 
have other food that you know that the child will eat. But then if they completely refuse it, allow 
them to make that choice. But don't go here's a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. They've just 
trained you at that point. And I like to bring parents to this realization that one, your kid's not 
gonna starve himself to death, I promise you. He might go to bed a little bit hungry, but he chose 
that. And you have to honor and respect his decision, if that's what he wants to do. And number 
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two is when that happens, you don't need to be angry about it, you don't have to feel like a 
failure about it. This is part of the process. Children need to understand what eating food is all 
about. It's palate training. Nobodies ever gonna say hey, let's have some spinach and salmon. 
They're gonna want the chicken nuggets and all the junk that's out there. But if you're training 
your child to eat well, it's a long game. 
 
Marc David- Yeah yeah. 
 
Leanne Ely- It's a really long game. 
 
Marc David- I love the term palate training, it makes me think of a story years ago, I knew a 
woman. And she was part of just a social circle of other young moms who were all dealing with 
the same challenges around cooking for a family and around their kids not wanting to eat any of 
the good foods that they were feeding them. So they actually did an experiment. And they 
decided they would see how many times they could just offer, like cook a food at the dinner, let's 
say it was steamed broccoli or something, how many times will it take to offer this to our child 
such that the child will eat it? And they came up with an average of about 20 times. 
 
Leanne Ely- Wow yeah. 
 
Marc David- Which to me wasn't bad, I mean when you think about it in a life time of a child. I 
went through most of my life just resisting vegetables, until finally I figured it out on my own. But 
at some point my mom stopped offering it. And they would just gently offering it. In a sweet way. 
And about 20 was what it took- 
 
Leanne Ely- It does take that. And I will tell you about a story about my own son, who at seven 
years old was, I mean both of my kids were really great eaters, I was very focused on making 
sure that I trained their palates. I didn't want them to be growing up at 16 years old going to their 
prom eating chicken nuggets. I thought I had all these visions. Plus you're building a foundation, 
they need their healthy food. So my son would not eat a salad. It was the only thing, he just 
every single time I put a little on his plate, and I'd ask him to eat how many bites for however old 
he was. You know three bites, you're three years old. Show me how you can eat salad, and 
after he'd eat I'd make him flex his muscles. And I'd say see it's already working. So we called 
them the growing foods. And it makes you strong and all of that stuff. But it's still, salad was just 
ah, wasn't gonna touch it. I brought him in the kitchen, and I said tonight you're making the 
salad. And so he washed things, he put the salad through the salad spinner. We had these, now 
they've got real kids knives that you can use that are plastic and they're not gonna chop a finger 
off or anything but at the time I had pumpkin carving knives, and I'd use those for the kids so 
they could chop with those. And he was seven. And he just made this big ole salad. And he had 
three helpings at dinner that night. And asked everybody around the table, how do you like my 
salad? I call that nutritional ownership. And when you bring children into the kitchen, and they 
can do things themselves, and they develop a skill. The world opens up for them. 
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Marc David- I did something similar with smoothies. Once we taught my son, okay you make 
the smoothie yourself. Here's all the possible ingredients you could put into it. It was all good 
healthy stuff. 
 
Leanne Ely- Yeah. 
 
Marc David- That we wanted him to eat. And that was it for him. He was off to the races. 
 
Leanne Ely- That's a great idea. 
 
Marc David- He loved it, absolutely loved it. Because you're playing mad scientist- 
 
Leanne Ely- Yes! 
 
Marc David- For a kid to cook food, prepare food and eat food, it's like a science experiment. 
 
Leanne Ely- It totally is, that's great. 
 
Marc David- So tell us about the NutriCoach certification program. 
 
Leanne Ely- So I started this only in December, but I started this because I wanted to see, I had 
people asking me well do you ever teach cooking lessons or do you ever do meal prep or do 
you know somebody who can? People were asking those questions. Way back in the olden 
days when I just started, right before Saving Dinner began and everything, I got my nutritionist's 
certification. And one of the things that I did, one of the services that I offered was cooking 
lessons, and also meal prep for busy families. Because I would just put things together and 
have a whole meal planned for them, leave it on their countertop, and it was terrific and it really 
helped me out, because my kids were little at the time. And it helped me have an income. And I 
needed that cause young families and all that. And it was also, gave my nutrition counseling sort 
of legs if you will. And I noticed that the clients that asked for extra services were the ones that 
were successful. Because they knew how to take care of themselves in the kitchen. They 
weren't dependent on anything. So I thought that was very interesting. So fast forward all these 
years later, I absolutely... decided I'm gonna put this program together, and make it so that it's a 
certification program. Make it so that everybody goes through the same training and they 
understand this is nutrition, this is the basics on food, this is how you set up your kitchen, this is 
how you create, how to use a knife. All the things that you would possibly need. Including how 
to write a recipe, how to menu plan, and even how to throw a dinner party. Because it gives you 
such confidence that you can run the gambit and you can host, and be able to be the hospitality 
queen in your home if you choose to go that way. But it gives a lot of skills, and that's how the 
whole thing came together. 
 
Marc David- Congratulations! I know that's a labor of love. 
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Leanne Ely- It is! 
 
Marc David- Yeah. I would imagine it's kind of like giving birth. Anytime I've created a program 
or written a book, I think this is what it must be like to give birth. 
 
Leanne Ely- It pretty much, and I have done both so. It pretty much is. I've said this before but I 
feel like it's my life work. Because it has the possibility of having such impact. Because it's 
taking this message, and putting somebody in kitchens all across America and I just signed up a 
bunch of people, I think I told you this last weekend but, I signed up a bunch of people from 
Australia, and Mexico and people all over the world. They have the same problems that we 
have. Not enough time, I can do better but I'm not. The frustration level. And look now you can 
hire somebody who can come into your kitchen and fix it. 
 
Marc David- That's great. 
 
Leanne Ely- How cool is that? 
 
Marc David- So tell us, how do we find you? How do we find more information about your 
work? 
 
Leanne Ely- Well I'm at nutricoachschool.com, you can find me there of course. You can also 
find me on savingdinner.com. I'm just everywhere. Saving Dinner has been around, this is our 
19th year. And I'm very proud of that. It's the original menu planning site on the internet. 
 
Marc David- Wow. 
 
Leanne Ely- I've put together the whole process of how this is done, how to do certain menu 
plans, how to write a recipe and all of that. And I teach that too, of course, to my NutriCoaches 
because whatever it is that they choose to do, I wanna be behind them helping them out. 
 
Marc David- That's so great. Leanne thank you so much. Thanks for being such a great 
spokeswoman for food, for cooking, for getting back to basics. For doing really what works. 
What keeps us healthy and happy as human beings. You've been very consistent and persistent 
over the years, I really appreciate that about you. 
 
Leanne Ely- Thank you so much Marc. 
 
Marc David- Yes and thanks everybody for tuning in. I really appreciate you all being here. 
We're in the Art and Science of Food and Body Coaching Online Summit, there will be lots more 
to come my friends. Take care. 
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